nately, when the seal ring is exposed to flow of the working fluid, under some conditions, the flow grabs the lip of the U-shaped cross section and ejects or deforms the seal ring so that, thereafter, a proper seal is not obtained.

Figure 2 depicts one of several alternative seal rings according to the present concept. One element of the concept is to modify the U-shaped cross section from that of the corresponding conventional seal ring to eliminate the exposed lip and prevent entry of the working fluid into the U-shaped cavity. Unlike in the conventional seal, pressurized fluid would not push the seal ring directly against the both gland and body sealing surfaces. Instead, the pressure would directly push the seal ring against a gland sealing surface only. In so doing, the pressure would squash the seal ring into a smaller volume bounded by the gland and body sealing surfaces, and would thereby indirectly press the seal ring more tightly against the body sealing surface.

To enhance the desired squashing deformation, a spring having an approximately parallelogram cross section would be embedded in the modified U-shaped cavity. As the pressure pushed two corners of the approximate parallelogram closer together along the axis of the seal ring, the other two corners of the approximate parallelogram would be pushed farther apart along a radius of the ring, thereby causing the polymeric ring material to push radially harder against the body sealing surface. From the radially innermost corner of the approximate parallelogram, the spring material would extend radially, then axially into recesses in the seal gland. These extensions would help to restrain the seal ring against ejection. A seat retainer would hold the sealing ring in the gland and form a mechanical compression seal to prevent or at least reduce leakage of pressurized fluid into the cavity behind the seal. However, because there would likely be a little leakage, the cavity behind the seal should be vented to the low pressure side to prevent buildup of pressure in the cavity over time; otherwise, the built-up pressure could cause ejection of the seal ring when the pressure on the high-pressure side was reduced.

Polymeric seal-ring materials may not be able to withstand working conditions in applications that involve abrasive and/or hot working fluids. For such applications, all-metal seal rings may be preferred. The bottom part of Figure 2 shows one example of an alternative gland configuration with an all-metal seal ring.

This work was done by Bruce Farner of Stennis Space Center.

Inquiries concerning rights for the commercial use of this invention should be addressed to the Intellectual Property Manager, Stennis Space Center, (228) 688-1929. Refer to SSC-00262/3, volume and number of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the page number.

Rollerjaw Rock Crusher

The main advantages would be reduced weight and less complexity.

NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California

The rollerjaw rock crusher melds the concepts of jaw crushing and roll crushing long employed in the mining and rock-crushing industries. Rollerjaw rock crushers have been proposed for inclusion in geological exploration missions on Mars, where they would be used to pulverize rock samples into powders in the tens of micrometer particle size range required for analysis by scientific instruments. On Earth, scaled-up rollerjaw rock crushers could be used in mining and rock-crushing operations in which jaw crushers followed by roll crushers or roll mills have traditionally been used. A single rollerjaw rock crusher would be less complex and would weigh about half as much as does an equivalent conventional combination of a jaw crusher and a roller crusher.

In the mining and rock-crushing industries, it is widely recognized that in order to reduce the particle size of minerals, it is often necessary to employ a succession of comminution machines. Jaw crushers are generally used for coarse crushing, cone crushers for intermediate crushing, and roll crushers for producing finer particles. Ball mills and other mills are sometimes used to effect further particle size reduction. In addition, it is sometimes necessary to provide conveyors for transporting crushed rock between successive comminution machines.

A rollerjaw rock crusher (see figure) would include a single actuator and processing wedge gap to perform the functions of a jaw crusher and a roll crusher. The wedge gap would be formed between an actuated jaw-plate and a floating jaw-plate equipped with a roller at its lower end. The single actuator would consist of a...
motor-and-gearbox drive that would turn a cam to produce an eccentric motion of the actuated-jaw-plate.

Incoming rocks would be crushed via conventional jaw action in the upper portion of the wedge gap. The rocks would be broken into smaller pieces and squeezed toward the roller in a downward/inward motion. There would be no need for a separate mechanism to transport rock pieces from the jaw-crushing to the roll-crushing stage.

Once small enough, rock particles would encounter the roller, which, in conjunction with the actuated jaw-plate, would function in a manner similar to that of a conventional roll crusher. It would not be necessary to actively power the roller. A unidirectional mechanism would ensure that the roller rotated only downward on the crushing face. A very small exit gap at the lower end of the wedge gap could be tolerated because the combination of the motions of the actuated plate and the roller would mimic the motion of two rollers during the compression phase of the eccentric-motion cycle. The rotation of the roller would also facilitate clearing of pulverized material that sometimes adheres to the jaw plate surface.

This work was done by Gregory Peters, Kyle Brown, and Stephen Fuerstenau of Caltech for NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
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